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ardiac repolarization: Insights from mathematical modeling
nd electrocardiographic imaging (ECGI)

oram Rudy, PhD, FAHA, FHRS
rom the Cardiac Bioelectricity and Arrhythmia Center, Washington University in St. Louis, St. Louis, Missouri.
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Cardiac repolarization is a complex rate dependent process. At
he cellular level, it depends on a delicate dynamic balance of ion
hannel currents. At the heart level, it is spatially heterogeneous,
eading to spatial gradients of potential and excitability.

This article provides insights into the molecular mechanisms
f the delayed rectifiers IKr (rapid) and IKs (slow) that underlie
ffective function of these channels as repolarizing currents
uring the cardiac action potential (AP). We also provide non-
nvasive images of cardiac repolarization in humans. Method-
logically, computational biology is used to simulate ion chan-
el function and to incorporate it into a model of the cardiac
ell. ECG imaging (ECGI) is applied to normal subjects and
olff-Parkinson-White (WPW) patients to obtain epicardial
aps of repolarization. The simulations demonstrate that IKr

nd IKs generate their peak current late during the AP, where
hey effectively participate in repolarization. IKr maximizes the
urrent by fast inactivation and gradual recovery during the AP.

does so by generating an available reserve of channels in
Ks
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547-5271/$ -see front matter © 2009 Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of H
hows that in the human heart, normal repolarization epicardial
otential maps are static with 40 ms dispersion between RV and
V. In WPW, ECGI located the accessory pathway(s) and showed
large base-to-apex repolarization gradient that resolved to

ormal one month post-ablation, demonstrating presence of
cardiac memory”. We conclude that computational biology can
rovide a mechanistic link across scales, from the molecular
unctioning of ion channels to the cellular AP. ECGI can non-
nvasively image human cardiac repolarization and its alter-
tion by disease and interventions. This property makes it a
otential tool for noninvasive risk stratification and evaluation
f treatment by drugs and devices.

EYWORDS Cardiac repolarization; Ion channels; Imaging; WPW

BBREVIATIONS AP � action potential; ECGI � electrocardiograph
maging; WPW � Wolff-Parkinson-White

Heart Rhythm 2009;6:S49–S55) © 2009 Published by Elsevier Inc. on

losed states from which the channels can open rapidly. ECGI behalf of Heart Rhythm Society.
ntroduction
epolarization of the cardiac action potential (AP) is a
recisely controlled process, allowing adaptation of the AP
uration to changes in heart rate. Tight control is achieved
y a delicate dynamic balance between several inward and
utward transmembrane currents. While this multiple-cur-
ent mechanism is necessary for precise control and normal
ate dependence of the AP, the delicate balance is easily
erturbed by abnormal ion channel function and by inter-
entions such as drugs. A major focus of the Cape Town
ymposium was on hereditary arrhythmias and sudden
eath associated with abnormal repolarization. In recent
ears, major advances have been made in our understanding
f the molecular processes that underlie mutation—induced
lterations in ion channel function. However, ion channel
unction is studied in expression systems (e.g., in Xenopus

Y. Rudy chairs the scientific advisory board and holds equity in
ardioInsight Technologies (CIT). CIT does not support any research
onducted by YR, including that presented here. Supported by National
nstitutes of Health/National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute Merit Award
o. R37-HL-033343 and grant no. RO1-HL-49054. Address reprint re-
uests and correspondence: Yoram Rudy, Ph.D., F.A.H.A., F.H.R.S.,
red Saigh Distinguished Professor, Washington University in St. Louis,
90 Whitaker Hall, Campus Box 1097, One Brookings Drive, St. Louis,
ocyte or HEK cells), removed from the physiological myo-
yte environment where channels participate in highly dy-
amic, nonlinear, and complex interactions to generate the
P. A challenge therefore remains to integrate the ion

hannels into the physiological system of the functioning
ell. By doing so, a mechanistic link could be established
etween channel function (normal or altered by disease or
rug) and functioning of the cell, organ, and whole organ-
sm. Genetically engineered animals (mostly transgenic
ice) have been used to make genotype-phenotype mech-

nistic connections in the context of cardiac ion channel
utations and arrhythmia; we have developed and applied

omputational biology approaches to this problem.1

This article summarizes my two presentations at the Cape
own Symposium. The first part (first presentation) focuses on

wo major repolarizing currents IKr (rapid delayed rectifier) and

Ks (slow delayed rectifier) carried by K� ions. Using compu-
ational biology, it provides mechanistic insights into how
hese channel gating processes determine their role in AP
epolarization. The second, imaging part (second presentation)
rovides images of normal and abnormal repolarization of the
ntact human heart, which were obtained using a noninvasive
lectrocardiographic imaging modality (ECGI). The material

resented in this conference proceedings article has been pub-

eart Rhythm Society. doi:10.1016/j.hrthm.2009.07.021
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ished previously2–7; additional details can be found in the
riginal articles and at http://rudylab.wustl.edu.

ethods
he general approach for modeling the AP is the same as
escribed elsewhere.4 Single-channel-based Markov models
re used to compute kinetic states occupancies and transi-
ion between the states during the AP. Figure 1 shows the
ardiac ventricular cell model used in the simulations. A
etailed discussion of methodology, including fitting of the
arkov models to experimental data, can be found in the

riginal publications1–4 and at http://rudylab.wustl.edu.
ECGI combines 250 body surface ECGs with computed

omography (CT) of the heart-torso geometry to compute
otentials, electrograms (typically 600), activation se-
uences (isochrones), and repolarization patterns on the
picardial surface of the heart. All protocols of studies
resented here were approved by the respective Institutional
eview Boards of University Hospitals of Cleveland and
ashington University in St. Louis. A diagram of the ECGI

rocedure is included in the imaging section of this article;
or details, including properties and limitations of ECGI,
ee5–7 and http://rudylab.wustl.edu.

esults
ole of IKr in AP repolarization

Kr is a tetrameric channel formed by four identical �-sub-
nits that are encoded by the HERG gene. The Markov
odel of IKr (Figure 2A) consists of three closed states (C3,
2, C1), an open state (O), and an inactivated state (I).
igures 2B and 2C show the AP and IKr (top) and occu-
ancy of the channel kinetic states (bottom) during the AP
t slow (cycle length [CL] � 1000 ms; panel B) and fast

igure 1 A schematic of the Luo-Rudy dynamic (LRd) model of a card
odel can be found in reference 4 and at http://rudylab.wustl.edu, where th
CL � 300 ms; panel C) pacing. During the AP upstroke, i
hannels move rapidly from the deep closed state (C3)
hrough C2 to C1, from which they can either open (O) or
nactivate directly (I). Channels that open during this rapid
ctivation process move very quickly from O to I through a
ery fast inactivation process. Consequently, during most of
he AP the balance between activation and inactivation
avors inactivation and residency in I (Figure 2B, 2C). As
he AP plateau repolarizes, channels recover gradually from
nactivation and transition from I to O, generating a pro-
ounced peak of occupancy in the open state during the late
lateau phase (Figure 2B, 2C). Thus, as a consequence of
ast inactivation at early AP and gradual recovery during the
lateau, IKr current intensifies during the late phase of the
P. At this phase, the AP is determined by a very delicate
alance between inward and outward currents. Increasing

Kr at this time maximizes its effect on AP repolarization
nd the action potential duration (APD). After this peak in
pen state occupancy, channels deactivate slowly, moving
rom O back to C1 and the deeper closed states.

ole of IKs in AP rate adaptation
imilar to IKr, IKs is a tetrameric structure of four �-subunits
KCNQ1), each containing a voltage sensor that moves
pon depolarization to cause channel opening. While
CNQ1 can form a functional channel, a modulatory �-sub-
nit (KCNE1) is also included in the IKs channel assembly,
ost likely with a 4�:2� stoichiometry.8 It has been shown

hat during activation each of the four voltage sensors un-
ergoes at least two transitions before channel opening.9,10

t starts from a resting position (R1) and then moves to an
ntermediate position (R2) from which it transitions into an
ctivated position (A). When all four voltage sensors are in
he A position, the channel can open via a transition that

tricular cell. The model is based mostly on guinea pig data. Details of the
code is also available. Boxed currents are simulated with Markov models.
iac ven
nvolves cooperation among the four �-subunits.11,12 Con-

http://rudylab.wustl.edu
http://rudylab.wustl.edu
http://rudylab.wustl.edu
http://rudylab.wustl.edu
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S51Rudy Cardiac Repolarization
idering all possible combinations of the four voltage sen-
ors’ positions during gating, one obtains 15 closed states
C1–C15) before channel opening. For example, C1 repre-
ents all sensors in their R1 position; in C4, one sensor is in
1 and three in R2; in C11, one is in R1, one in R2, and two

n A. In C15, all four voltage sensors are in the A position.
igure 3 shows the 15 closed states; horizontal (left to right)

ransitions represent movement of voltage sensors from
osition R1 to R2; vertical (top-down) transitions represent
ovement from R2 to A. The R1 to R2 transitions occur
rst and are relatively slow (transition rate � � 4.4S�1).
he second transitions from R2 to A are an order of mag-
itude faster, with a transition rate � � 44.7S�1. Channels
n closed states C5, C9, C12, and C14 in the right column of
he state diagram only need to undergo a fast transition from

igure 2 Kinetic transitions of IKr channels during the AP at slow and f
o their type: closed (blue), inactivated (purple), open (red). B: IKr, Vm, and
hough IKr activates nearly instantaneously, few channels move into the op
ecover from inactivation, generating a pronounced peak of open-state occ
tate occupancies during the 40th AP at fast rate, CL � 300 ms. Surprisi
ccupancies (bottom panel) reveals that conditions at AP initiation are iden
ncrease of IKr at fast rate during the AP contributes to APD shortening. F
2 to A before channel opening. Therefore, in the corre- c
ponding Markov model of IKs kinetics (Figure 4A), closed
tates can be divided into two zones: zone 2 (green states) of
hannels with at least one voltage sensor in R1, requiring a
rst slow transition to R2 before the channel can open; and
one 1 (blue states) of channels that have completed all slow
ransitions into R1 and require only fast transitions from R1
o A before channel opening. Thus, channels in zone 2 are
n deeper closed states that are kinetically remote from the
pen state, while channels in zone 1 are available to open
apidly. As will be shown, this partition into two classes of
losed states with different kinetic properties underlies IKs

articipation in rate dependence of AP repolarization. IKs

nd its channel state occupancies during the AP are shown
or slow rate (CL � 1000 ms) and fast rate (CL � 300 ms)
n Figure 4B and 4C, respectively. At slow rate, 60% of

A: Markov model of the IKr channel.2–4 States are color coded according
el state occupancies during the 40th AP at slow rate, CL � 1000 ms. Even
e because of rapid inactivation. Then, as Vm decreases, channels begin to
and peak current during the late phase of the AP. C: IKr, Vm, and channel
eak IKr is not changed significantly at fast rate. Examination of the state
fast and slow rates, preventing any current accumulation. However, faster
ference 4 with permission.
ast rate.
chann
en stat

upancy
ngly, p
tical at
hannels reside in zone 2 at the onset of AP depolarization
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panel B, bottom) and must undergo a slow transition to
one 1 before channel opening. At this rate, only 40% of the
hannels reside in zone 1, ready to open. At fast rate (panel
, bottom), 75% of channels accumulate in zone 1 before

he AP upstroke, as they do not have sufficient time between
Ps to transition to zone 2. Thus, at fast rate an “available

eserve” of channels is created in zone 1, facilitating fast
hannel openings and rapid rise of IKs current to a larger
eak during the AP repolarization phase. This ability to
enerate a large current late during the AP plateau makes

Ks an effective repolarizing current and determinant of
PD and its rate dependence.

oninvasive images of cardiac repolarization
n humans
CGI has been used for mapping normal and abnormal
ctivation of the human heart in vivo. The ECGI procedure
s shown in the diagram of Figure 5 (see references 5 and 6
or details). Here we provide examples of its application
uring repolarization, an application that was validated in
nimal experiments in which dispersion of repolarization
as induced by local epicardial cooling and warming.13

igure 6A shows noninvasively imaged epicardial poten-
ials at peak T-wave from a normal subject. Two recon-
tructed epicardial electrograms from locations 1 (right ven-
ricle) and 2 (left ventricle) are shown in panel B. The
otential pattern of Figure 6A does not change much during
he entire T wave, although potential magnitudes change
ubstantially. The static pattern reflects the relatively slow

igure 3 Conformational changes of K� channels during activation.
modified from reference 10 with permission). B: Kinetic representation o
hannel undergo a first transition from a resting state (R1) to an intermedi
oltage sensors are in the activated state, the channel can open. C: The to
nd can be represented by 15 closed states before channel opening. Blue, re
eference 4 with permission). Panel A is based on data from ether-à-go-go (e
epolarization process that encompasses the entire ventric- i
lar myocardium. This is in contrast to the very dynamic
ctivation process that involves propagation of excitation
ave fronts. From the electrograms, activation times and

ecovery times at various epicardial locations can be deter-
ined. In the electrograms of Figure 6B, these times are
arked by vertical lines. The local activation-recovery in-

erval (ARI) is the difference between the recovery and
ctivation times; it reflects the local APD.14 At location 1,
RI � 225 ms, and at location 2, ARI � 265 ms. These
alues are typical of the APD recorded in human ventricular
yocytes; they indicate a longer APD in the left ventricle

han in the right ventricle, with a 40-ms difference between
he epicardial locations shown.

Figure 7 shows ECGI-imaged epicardial isochrones from a
atient with Wolff-Parkinson-White (WPW) syndrome.7 Iso-
hrones (activation sequences) are shown before ablation of
he accessory pathway (left panel) and 45 minutes postablation
right panel). Before ablation, there is an area of early pre-
xcitation from the accessory pathway at the base (red;
arliest site is marked with an asterisk). After ablation,
he activation sequence is reversed with this region acti-
ating last (blue). Note that the T wave is negative
reablation and remains so after ablation, indicating the
resence of “cardiac memory.”15,16

Figure 8 shows ARI maps preablation and at progressive
imes (45 minutes, 1 week, 1 month) postablation. Epicar-
ial electrograms from the preexcitation area are also in-
luded. While the QRS reverses from negative to positive

ctural basis for two voltage sensor transitions before channel opening
o voltage sensor transitions in panel A; all four �-subunits that form the

e (R2) and a second transition from R2 to an activated state (A). Once all
ber of combinations of voltage sensor positions in the four subunits is 15
green indicate a voltage sensor in position R1, R2 or A, respectively (from
Shaker K� channels and is adapted from reference 10 with permission.
A: Stru
f the tw
ate stat
tal num
d, and
mmediately after ablation, the T wave remains negative 45
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S53Rudy Cardiac Repolarization
inutes and 1 week after ablation, becoming positive at 1
onth postablation. ARIs from the preexcitation region are

50 ms, greatly prolonged compared with 300 ms during

igure 4 Kinetic transitions of IKs channels during the AP at slow and
o their type: zone 2, closed states for which not all voltage sensors have c
oltage sensors have completed the first transition (blue); open (red). B: IK

s. IKs rises slowly, resulting in peak current at the end of the AP, where
one 1 at AP onset and can activate rapidly. While Vm remains depolarize
tate occupancies during the 40th AP at fast rate, CL � 300 ms. Since the
or a larger percentage of time, which causes accumulation in zone 1 of
ransitions to the open state. This results in increased IKs late during the A
n closed states near the open state (zone 1) as opposed to open-state accum
o open rapidly, “on demand” to generate a greater repolarizing current; we c

igure 5 Block diagram of the ECGI procedure. (a) Multi-electrode (2
bottom). CT scan, conducted during application of the electrodes, provide
he epicardial contour (red) and torso electrodes (shiny dots). (c) Three-dim
ignals from the mapping system. (e) Body surface potential map obtaine
oftware package reconstructs epicardial data from the data in panels c and

otentials, electrograms, and isochrones. Adapted from reference 5.
ormal sinus rhythm. Apical ARI is 240 ms, the same as
ormal, and the apex-to-base ARI gradient is 110 ms before
he ablation procedure. This gradient remains unchanged 45

. A: Markov model of the IKs channel.3 States are color coded according
d the first transition (light green); zone 1, closed states for which all four
nd channel state occupancies during the 40th AP at slow rate, CL � 1000
t efficiently contributes to repolarization. Only 40% of channels reside in
els continue to transition from zone 2 to zone 1. C: IKs, Vm, and channel

lic interval is shorter at CL � 300 ms, Vm stays at depolarized potentials
states. At AP onset, 75% of channels reside in zone 1, facilitating rapid
PD shortening. Note that the mechanism for IKs increase is accumulation
. The accumulation in zone 1 creates a reserve of channels that are ready

pool of channels “available reserve.” From reference 4 with permission.

56) mapping system is used to obtain ECGs over the entire torso surface
art-torso geometrical relationship (top). (b) Transverse CT slices showing
al heart-torso geometry constructed from the CT slices. (d) Sample ECG
the ECGs in panel d for one instance during the cardiac cycle. (f) ECGI
xamples of noninvasive ECGI images, including (top to bottom) epicardial
fast rate
omplete

s, Vm, a
it mos

d, chann
diasto

closed
P and A
24 or 2
s the he

ension
d from
e. (g) E
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inutes after ablation. It decreases to 80 ms at 1 week and
o a normal value of 40 ms at 1 month. Thus, despite the
mmediate change of activation after ablation, abnormal
epolarization persists and gradually returns to normal over
period of 1 month, exhibiting long-term memory.

iscussion
he cardiac AP is generated by complex, nonlinear inter-
ctions among ion channels, the membrane potential, the
ynamic ionic environment of the cell, and various regula-
ory processes. Computational biology is a powerful tool for
nalyzing such complex interactions and for providing in-
ights into mechanisms.17 The simulations presented here
ocus on the two major repolarizing currents, IKr and IKs. To
lay an effective role in cardiac AP repolarization, these
urrents need to gradually increase during the plateau,
eaching a maximum at the late phase of the AP. As the
imulations show, the two currents do so via very different
echanisms. IKr inactivates almost instantaneously after

ast activation during the AP early phase. It then gradually
ecovers from inactivation during the plateau to reach a
eak of open-channel occupancy and maximum current at

igure 6 Noninvasive ECGI images of normal ventricular repolarizatio
n the right. Right, Examples of ECGI reconstructed electrograms on right
ecovery times. DARI, difference in ARI between locations 2 and 1. From

igures 7 ECGI-imaged epicardial activation maps in a WPW patient.
eft, Preablation. Right, Postablation. Electrogram (EGM) from the preex-

itation region is also shown. Adapted from reference 7 with permission. A
he late plateau phase. Thus IKr relies on gradual recovery
uring the AP to achieve maximum current when it most
ffectively affects AP repolarization. IKs relies on a two-
tage voltage sensor movement to achieve a late peak cur-
ent. At fast rate, channels accumulate between beats at
one 1 of closed states, building an available reserve of
hannels that can open during the AP to increase current at
he late plateau phase. Conserving current for the late phase
f the AP is crucial for effective participation of IKr and IKs

n repolarization. Indeed, as we have shown in previous
imulations,2 mutations in IKr that prevent formation of the
ate peak of open channel occupancy result in major APD
rolongation and the long QT syndrome. Also, if IKs

uildup of an available reserve is eliminated, it cannot
rovide sufficient late current (“repolarization reserve”)18 to
nsure AP repolarization without generation of arrhythmo-
enic early afterdepolarization when IKr is compromised by
utations or drugs.3

Epicardial potentials. Numbers indicate locations of electrograms shown
le (1) and left ventricle (2) epicardium. Vertical lines mark activation and
nce 5.

igure 8 Epicardial ARI maps preablation and at different times (45
inutes, 1 week, and 1 month) postablation. EGM from preexcitation

egion is also shown. MA � mitral annulus; TA � tricuspid annulus.
n. Left,
ventric
dapted from reference 7 with permission.
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The last section of the paper demonstrates the ability of
CGI to image noninvasively repolarization of the human
eart. Abnormally steep spatial gradients of repolarization
“repolarization dispersion”) provide a substrate for devel-
pment of unidirectional block and reentrant arrhythmias.
he images show a normal right and left ventricle repolar-

zation gradient of 40 ms; a similar gradient exists from
pex to base in the normal heart.6 Preexcitation associated
ith WPW prolongs repolarization in the preexcitation re-
ion, increasing greatly the apex-base dispersion to 110
s.7 After ablation of the accessory pathway, this gradient

ersists and gradually becomes normal (40 ms) over a
eriod of 1 month. The persistence of abnormal repolariza-
ion is indicative of long-term cardiac memory; the 1-month
ime course of its dissipation is consistent with transcrip-
ional reprogramming and remodeling of ion channels.15

cknowledgment
he author thanks Kimberly Smith for her help in preparing

he manuscript.
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